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ABSTRACT: A simulation of a bio-inspired micro-swimmer excited with traveling soundwaves is presented.
Four designs are presented to realize a variation in material composition, inducing acoustic and structural asym-
metry in the swimmer to maximize the amount of propulsion. The designs are simulated with the COMSOL
Multi-Physics FEM-application. From structural analysis eigenfrequencies and mode shapes of the swimmer
are determined and acoustic excitation is shown to induce the same response in the swimmer. In acoustofluidic
analysis a perturbation approach is used to decouple first and second order effects. Propulsive force was found
to be maximized at eigenfrequency. Future applications of the swimmer include targeted drug delivery and
non-invasive surgery.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Remote actuation of micro-particles by using external
means has become an interesting field of study over
the last ten years. At small scale volumetric effects
become of less importance than surface effects, due
to the large surface areas. For micro-particles this
leads to a dominance of surface dependent viscosity
drag, over bulk inertia forces and therefore regular
propulsion methods become ineffective [1]. Propul-
sion at this scale can be achieved by copying swim-
ming movements of biological swimmers, such as
flagellated bacteria, ciliates or sperm cells [2]; or by
passively guiding the particles through the environ-
ment. Either one of these propulsion methods can be
induced with, amongst others, magnetic [3], electric
[4] and acoustic fields [5], [6]. A special application
of these means of actuation lies in the medical field,
where micro-particles can be used for in-vivo applica-
tions like localized targeted drug delivery, thereby en-
hancing accuracy of medication and it could in some
cases provide an alternative as a non-invasive surgical
treatment [7].
Acoustic actuation could prove to be of interest for the
medical field, as multiple uses of soundwaves are bio-
compatible [8]. Acoustic actuation is possible either
by standing wave, as passive guidance, or by traveling
wave, by inducing a swimming motion in the particle.
For the former an intimate knowledge of the particles
environment must be available, such that the stand-

ing wave can be optimally constructed to guide the
particle along the path, as demonstrated by Nilsson et
al. [9]. Establishing a standing wave in in-vivo condi-
tions requires precision and prerequisite knowledge of
the environment. Due to the nature of in-vivo applica-
tions the domain is relatively complex and largely un-
known, therefore standing wave actuation might not
prove to be effective. As such knowledge is not re-
quired for the construction of a traveling soundwave,
this option is more viable. Actuation with traveling
soundwaves has already proved effective as demon-
strated by Ahmed et al. [6], [10], and Kaynak et al.
[11], and this study will make use of this type of actu-
ation as well.
Introducing asymmetry in the particle, either in ge-
ometry or with material combination, will lead to a
difference in sound propagation through the particle.
This will in turn induce a different mechanical re-
sponse which could lead to a swimming motion in the
particle. The question we ask is, whether and how
the combination of different materials influences the
amount of propulsion achieved. Ahmed et al. have
demonstrated that the combination of two materials
does alter the behavior of the particle [6]. This pa-
per presents a design based evaluation of propulsive
forces acting on an asymmetric micro-particle, re-
ferred to as a swimmer, and focuses on how selective
material design could lead to enhancement of these
forces.



2 METHODOLOGY

Four different designs are employed to study the ma-
terial influence on propulsion. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the designs, which all have a different dis-
tribution of two materials. The material with the high-
est density, indicated in gray in figure 1, is concen-
trated in the head. The two material and shell designs
have an abrupt material transition on the surface the
effect of which will be interesting to study in stream-
ing patterns. The two material design is a purely theo-
retical model, while the shell swimmer is adapted for
fabrication with a sputtering technique [12]. The cav-
ity swimmer has a homogeneous surface so any vari-
ation in the streaming pattern will not be due to a dif-
ferent interaction between swimmer surface and fluid
medium. This model is also suitable for fabrication
and can be constructed with either electro-deposition
[13], or a relatively new fabrication method called fo-
cused electron beam induced deposition [14]. Two
contrasting materials are combined to increase the
amount of propulsion of the swimmer. This contrast
will entail different mechanical behavior and acoustic
impedances. Variation in material properties such as
stiffness or density should elicit a change in the lo-
cation of eigenfrequencies and with that a change in
the frequency at which maximum propulsion can be
achieved. Different acoustic impedances can promote
the asymmetry of the swimmer design, which will
cause the swimmer to respond to acoustic actuation
differently. An acoustically heavy head and lighter,
more flexible tail, will decrease the movement of the
head and could promote propulsion to results in more
straight-lined movements. The swimmer has a length
of 300 micron, with an ellipsoid head and a tapered
tail.

(a) Solid (b) Two materials

(c) Shell (d) Cavity

Fig. 1: Structural designs of the micro-swimmers

The analysis of the situation is broken down into three
components, to identify the different aspects that con-
tribute to the behavior of the swimmer. The first
component concerns a structural analysis, performed

to determine the eigenfrequencies and modes of the
swimmer. The second considers an acoustic excita-
tion of a surrounding medium to verify whether it can
elicit the same response as a mechanical excitation.
And finally, the last component considers the swim-
mer in a fluidic environment, where it will be exposed
to a traveling soundwave.

2.1 Structural Analysis

This study component will show whether it is possi-
ble to induce vibrational modes in the design with an
harmonic load placed on the swimmer and locate the
frequencies at which these modes occur. The defor-
mation of each mode will be evaluated. The eigen-
frequencies and mode shapes will provide compari-
son for excitation with acoustics. The swimmer is
modeled with the structural mechanics module. A
COMSOL eigenfrequency study is performed to find
the eigenfrequencies and their corresponding mode
shapes. A harmonic excitation is placed on one side
of the tail, while the head is secured with a fixed con-
straint to prevent rigid body modes. A variation of
materials and material combinations will be tested to
investigate the different responses of the swimmer.

2.2 Acoustics

Next it will be investigated whether actuation by
soundwaves can induce a mechanical response in the
swimmer. Eigenfrequencies and mode shapes can be
compared with those of the mechanical excitation to
search for similarities and dissimilarities. The head
of the swimmer will be constrained as to make the
situation similar to the purely mechanical excitation.
The environment of the swimmer is modeled with a
pressure acoustics domain which is excited by a plane
wave radiation to simulate the acoustic excitation.
To account for any dampening effects of the sound-
wave due to viscous properties of the surrounding
medium, another simulation will be performed were
the pressure acoustics module will be replaced with a
thermo-viscous acoustics module. Though the envi-
ronment of the swimmer is modeled with the proper-
ties of water, fluid behavior is not yet taken into ac-
count. The fluid will be excited with a soundwave
modeled as an initial velocity: 1[nm] ∗ i ∗ ωta ∗ t in
which ωta is the changing angular velocity and t the
time. To evaluate the mechanical response, the elas-
tic strain energy is measured with respect to the fre-
quency. A higher value of the eigenfrequency is now



expected in comparison with the previous step due to
the dampening effect.

2.3 Acoustofluidics

Lastly the swimmer is modeled within an environ-
ment where the physics of the fluid, acoustic and
structural interfaces is combined. This section de-
scribes how the fluid response to an acoustic excita-
tion can be modeled with a numerical approximation
approach. This governs the acoustofluidic interaction
in the medium and specifically in the area around the
swimmer, allowing an estimation of the forces the
fluid will exert on the swimmer. The designs will
have different pressure distributions along their sur-
faces which cause a variation in the streaming pat-
terns around the swimmer. These distinct streaming
patterns will cause a change in the magnitude and di-
rection of the forces acting on the swimmer.

2.3.a Governing Equations
The fluidic environment of the swimmer is modeled as
a compressible viscous fluid with the corresponding
continuity and Navier-Stokes equations:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (1)

∂

∂t
(ρv) + ρ(v · ∇)v = −∇p+ µ∇2v

+(µb +
1

3
µ)∇(∇ · v)

(2)

In which ρ is the density of the fluid, v the fluid veloc-
ity, p the fluid pressure and µ and µb the dynamic and
bulk viscosities.
A typical approach to find the solutions for these com-
putationally heavy equations is Nyborgs perturbation
theory, as demonstrated by for instance Bruus [15].
Here the velocity, pressure and density fields are as-
sumed to be of the following form:

ρ = ρ0 + ρ1 + ρ2

p = p0 + p1 + p2

v = v1 + v2

(3)

The subscript 0, 1 and 2 indicate the quiescent, first
order and second order terms. The first order terms
have a harmonic time dependence and are caused by
the acoustic perturbations. The second order terms
arise due to acoustic streaming effects, originating

from the non-linear terms in the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion. When equations 1 and 2 are linearized, the first
and second order fields can be separately solved for
and the combined solution will be the approximate to-
tal solution.
Due to the harmonic time dependence the first order
fields can be assumed to be of the form eiωt. The lin-
earized first order continuity and Navier-Stokes equa-
tions then become:

∂ρ1
∂t

= −ρ0∇ · v1 (4)

ρ0
∂v1

∂t
= −∇p1 + µ∇2v1 + (µb +

1

3
µ)∇(∇ · v1)

(5)

The non-linear terms, −∇ · (p1v1) and ρ1(∂v1/∂t) +
ρ0(v1 · ∇)v1 will be used as source terms for the sec-
ond order equations.
Using the second order perturbation described in
equation 3 the following second order continuity and
Navier-Stokes equations are obtained:

∂ρ2
∂t

= −ρ0∇ · v2 −∇ · (ρ1v1) (6)

ρ0
∂v2

∂t
= −∇p2 + µ∇2v2 + (µb +

1

3
µ)∇(∇ · v2)

−ρ1
∂v1

∂t
− ρ0(v1 · ∇)v1

(7)

Ordinarily the second order fields would be negligible
with respect to the first order fields. Yet since the first
order fields have a harmonic time dependence and the
second order streaming effects are steady, solutions to
both equations are at different time-scales. Over time
the second order solutions will have a significant con-
tribution to the total problem and can therefore not
be neglected. To solve for the second order equations
an average over the time of one oscillation period can
be taken. The contribution of the first order solution
to the second order equations is then made by the
terms that don’t average out over the oscillation pe-
riod. The time-averaged continuity and Navier-Stokes
equations for the second order become:

ρ0∇ · 〈v2〉 = −∇ · 〈ρ1v1〉 (8)



µ∇2〈v2〉+ (µb +
1

3
µ)∇(∇ · 〈v2〉)−∇p2 =〈
ρ1
∂v1

∂t

〉
+ ρ0〈(v1 · ∇)v1〉

(9)

In which the angled brackets denote a time-average
over one oscillation period.
The forces acting on the swimmer can be divided
into three categories: the acoustic radiation force, the
Stokes drag and the force due to the harmonic first
order fields. The combined force is presented as fol-
lows:〈∫

S(t)

(σ̄1 · n) dS

〉
+

∫
S0

(〈σ̄2〉 · n) dS (10)

In which σ̄1 and σ̄2 are respectively the first and sec-
ond order stress tensors, n the outward pointing unit
normal vector of the surface, S(t) the surface of the
swimmer that changes with time and S0 the time-
invariant swimmer surface, as steady streaming is as-
sumed for the second order solution. The first com-
ponent of the force contains the influence of the first
order solution, this force can be computed by rewrit-
ing the integral using the Leibniz Reynolds Transport
Theorem [16], as presented in the following equation〈∫

S(t)

(σ̄1 · n) dS

〉
= −

〈∫
S(t)

ρ0v1v1 · n dS
〉

(11)

This force will be referred to as the LRTT force. The
second part of equation 10 contains the contribution
of the acoustic radiation force, described by the time-
averaged second order pressure 〈p2〉, and the Stokes
drag force, which is due to the time-averaged second
order streaming velocity 〉v2〉.
2.3.b Modeling
The acoustofluidic situation can be separated into two
timescales. The first containing the acoustic per-
turbation and the second the streaming effects. To
solve for the first timescale the structural mechanics
module and the thermo-viscous acoustics module of
COMSOL are coupled and the variables are computed
within the frequency domain. The model is meshed
with a grid that changes with the magnitude of the fre-
quency and the excitation soundwave is scaled with
respect to frequency and domain size. The results
from this study are then used as input for the sec-
ond order equations, which deliver the streaming pat-
terns and the magnitude of the propulsive forces. The

laminar flow module of COMSOL is utilized and a
stationary study is performed. The computations in
the frequency domain are performed in an environ-
ment bounded by perfectly matched layers (PMLs).
These prevent any reflection of the acoustic wave on
the boundary, thereby imitating an infinite domain. To
find expressions for the acoustic radiation force and
the Stokes drag the second order pressure field and
the viscous stress variables of the COMSOL environ-
ment will be used. Simulation parameters and scaling
factors can be found in appendix A.
The situation will be analyzed in two steps. First, the
designs will be investigated at their eigenfrequencies.
The amount of propulsion is expected to be higher
at these frequencies and any effect of material inho-
mogeneity can be better observed [6]. Then simula-
tions will be run for some frequencies across the suit-
able frequency range of 50 till 150 kHz [15]. At 50,
75, 100 and 150 kHz simulations will be performed
and the collected data will be force quantities, namely
the acoustic radiation force, the Stokes drag and the
LRTT force; elastic strain energy and streaming pat-
terns. A simulation will also be run for 10kHz, this
frequency falls outside of the range of suitable fre-
quencies and will serve as comparison level.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Structural Analysis

A variation of materials was selected to provide con-
trasting mechanical responses from the swimmers.
SU8, PDMS, iron and titanium were used in the sim-
ulations. SU8, an expoxy photoresist, is a well-
known material for micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) and has good biocompatibility [17]. PDMS
is a silicon-based polymer which is often used in
MEMS because it enables the construction of shapes
with a precision up to 0.1 micron [18]. Iron is used to
represent a typical metal, and is applicable for depo-
sition. Titanium is added to investigate whether dif-
ferent metals show large differences in the swimmers
response. Material properties are used as provided by
COMSOL. The first three eigenfrequencies obtained
for all models are presented in the table below. The
table shows that eigenfrequencies of the shell designs
closely resemble those of the solid designs, with the
corresponding primary material component. The cav-
ity model is distinct from the other models with higher
eigenfrequencies.



Table 1: First three eigenfrequencies of all swimmer
designs, the primary component is named first in the
designs constructed of two materials

Design Materials Eigenfrequencies (kHz)
1st 2nd 3rd

solid PDMS .964 3.55 8.32
Fe 164 604 1414
SU8 51.8 191 447
Ti 158 529 1364

mat2 PDMS-SU8 .982 3.62 8.49
PDMS-Fe .982 3.62 8.49
PDMS-Ti .981 3.62 8.49
SU8-Fe 52.8 195 457
SU8-Ti 52.7 195 456

cavity PDMS-SU8 6.05 27.1 68.4
PDMS-Fe 26.6 123 309
PDMS-Ti 24.1 111 280
SU8-Fe 40.7 173 432
SU8-Ti 44.6 182 446

shell PDMS-SU8 .970 3.58 8.38
PDMS-Fe .971 3.58 8.38
PDMS-Ti .971 3.58 8.38
SU8-Fe 52.1 192 450
SU8-Ti 52.0 192 450

The mode shapes of the swimmer for each eigenfre-
quency remain the same across all designs and can be
found in figure 2.

3.2 Acoustics

Excitation with soundwaves proved to be able to in-
duce a mechanical response in the swimmer. At
its eigenfrequencies the swimmer assumes the same
shapes as with mechanical excitation. The eigenfre-
quencies occur at much lower frequencies than be-
fore, on average 0.25 times the frequency found in
the structural analysis. Since the responses of swim-
mers constructed with titanium or iron still remained
similar, it was decided to choose only one of these
metals in further simulations. As the iron swimmers
have slightly higher eigenfrequencies than the tita-
nium ones, iron was selected.
Within the thermo-viscous module frequency re-
sponses were obtained from a range between 10 kHz
and 500 kHz, simulations were performed at steps
of 1 kHz. Figure 3 shows the response of all swim-
mer designs and for PDMS-Fe and PDMS-SU8 com-
binations. Simulations were performed for all de-

Fig. 2: Mode shapes of the swimmer in the first three
eigenfrequencies

signs with a SU8 and iron material combination, yet
since the eigenfrequencies of this model appeared
only above 150 kHz, outside of the desired frequency
range, this specific material combination will be ne-
glected.
As the shell design does not significantly differ in
behavior from the solid PDMS swimmer, it will be
excluded from the remaining studies. The cavity re-
sponse shows very different behavior than the other
three designs. The peaks are located at higher fre-
quencies and the width of the peaks is smaller. Some
resemblance of this behavior can be spotted in the
SU8 and Fe solid swimmer responses. The two ma-
terials swimmer does not show large differences be-
tween the two material combinations, but does differ
from the solid design in that its response decays faster
with increasing frequency.

3.3 Acoustofluidics

Eigenfrequency evaluation is performed on the two
materials PDMS-Fe swimmer. Near the first eigen-
frequency (32 kHz) a decrease in elastic energy was
found, acoustic radiation force and Stokes drag re-
mained level at an order of 10−3, the LRTT force was
found to be of smaller magnitude at 10−9. As this
frequency falls outside the desired frequency range,
propulsion might not occur, therefore an in depth eval-
uation will not be performed. The swimmers second
eigenfrequency is found at (133 kHz), though this
lies within the range of suitable excitation frequen-
cies, due to computational limits it proved difficult
to perform simulations above 100 kHz. The cavity
design faces the same problem. To make analysis
at eigenfrequency possible, the swimmer design has
been scaled with a factor of 1.5 in order to shift more



Fig. 3: Elastic strain energy for all swimmer designs

of the higher eigenfrequencies into the suitable exci-
tation range. The new eigenfrequency response can
be found in figure 4.

For both models the second eigenfrequency now falls
within the computationally viable range. The propul-
sive force analysis of the two materials and cavity
PDMS-Fe scaled swimmers is presented in figure 5.
The elastic strain energy peak has shifted somewhat
from the eigenfrequency values obtained earlier. For
the cavity swimmer differences are observed in the
acoustic radiation force and the Stokes drag. These
lead to an increase of the total propulsive force around
97 kHz. All propulsive forces have negative values as
the swimmer faces the origin, while the x-direction is
defined as positive to the right.

The streaming patterns of the fluid are captured at
those frequencies where the elastic strain energy is
maximum. Alongside with the streaming patterns,
a graphical representation of the acoustic radiation

Fig. 4: Frequency response of scaled PDMS-Fe 2mat
and cavity swimmers



Fig. 5: Propulsive forces for scaled PDMS-Fe 2mat and cavity swimmers at the second eigenfrequency

force and the Stokes drag was recorded. Both can be
found in figure 6. For the two materials swimmer the
streaming pattern is nearly symmetric over the hori-
zontal, yet it is apparent that more streaming is present
at the tip of the tail than over the tail length. An in-
crease in fluid velocity, though smaller, is also visible
at the tip of the head and at the connection of head
and tail. This is also visible in the image containing
the acoustic radiation force and Stokes drag: at the
locations mentioned, forces appear on the swimmer
surface. The streaming pattern is much more erratic
for the cavity swimmer. Fluid velocity is similar at
the tip of the head and tail as with the two materials
swimmer, yet the forces acting on the surface have in-
creased in magnitude.

The analysis of propulsive forces at 10, 50, 75 and
100 kHz is performed on the original length swim-
mers. However due to the large stepping size, little
variation in propulsion was found and no further anal-
ysis is undertaken.

4 DISCUSSION

Structural analysis showed that varying the material
composition of the swimmer, caused the eigenfre-
quencies of the swimmer to shift. An increase in
material density caused an increase in eigenfrequency
and depending on the amount of contrasting material
present, the increase varied. No noticeable influence
on the mode shapes was found.
With acoustic excitation the eigenfrequencies of all
models shifted to lower values, this is likely to be
caused by the extra load the surrounding medium
places on the swimmer. Apart from the swimmer it-
self, the fluid immediately surrounding it must now
also be displaced, which causes the resonance fre-
quency to lower [19]. The cavity design had the
largest shift in eigenfrequency compared with the
original solid design. This might be explained by
the large amount of denser material in the tail which
causes stiff behavior in the swimmer. The shell de-
sign swimmer showed behavior similar to that of the
solid PDMS swimmer, apparently a certain amount of



(a) Two material swimmer

(b) Cavity swimmer

Fig. 6: Streaming patterns around the swimmer and acoustic radiation force (gray) and Stokes drag (black)
acting on the swimmer

contrasting material must be present for the response
to significantly differ. As the eigenfrequencies of the
two materials design, which has more contrasting ma-
terial than the shell design, were slightly shifted with
respect to the solid design, this seems a reasonable
explanation. In future investigation experimentation
with more materials might be insightful. A larger im-
pact of material variation could be created by adding
new material in specific locations of interest, such as
the tip of the head or tail of the swimmer.
The thermo-viscous study showed that the swimmers
had eigenfrequencies that either fell just inside or
largely outside of the 50-100 kHz range. Further
means might be taken to shift the eigenfrequencies
to more desired locations. Increasing the size of the
swimmer is one option, another would be to increase
the density of the materials the swimmer is composed
of. As can be seen in table 1, the solid iron swim-

mer has much higher eigenfrequencies than the solid
PDMS swimmer. A shift in eigenfrequencies would
enable a more detailed study on the propulsive forces.
Evaluation of the propulsive forces of the scaled
swimmers at eigenfrequency showed very different
results between the two designs, as visible in figure
6. The two materials swimmer showed a relatively
low maximum in elastic strain energy and little vari-
ation can be observed in the acoustic radiation force
and Stokes drag. As the excitation occurs at the sec-
ond eigenfrequency it could be that the swimmers mo-
tion is too large to result into large propulsion in the
x-direction. The cavity model shows behavior simi-
lar to that found by Ahmed et al. [6], at a maximum
of the elastic strain energy there occurs a maximum
in propulsive forces. At this instance the acoustic ra-
diation force increases, while Stokes drag decreases.
The different responses might be explained by the



higher density of the cavity model, which could re-
strict the motion of the swimmer through the medium
and therefore result in a larger amount of propulsion.
From both swimmer designs it is visible in the force
images that the Stokes drag increases at the loca-
tions were the streamlines come closer to each other.
As mentioned in the governing equations section, the
Stokes drag is caused by the second order streaming
velocity, such that at locations were this velocity in-
creases the Stokes drag increases also. From the left-
hand images of figure 6, it can be seen that this occurs
near the head and at the tip of the tail. The acoustic
radiation force is dependent on the pressure distribu-
tion and is most visible at those locations were two
vortices meet. At these regions of low pressure the
acoustic radiation force will increase and aid to the
propulsion of the swimmer. Due to the small number
of studies performed it is difficult to extrapolate these
results. To do so, further research must be performed
at different eigenfrequencies.
As observed in the evaluation at the eigenfrequencies
of the cavity and two materials swimmers the propul-
sive force varied with a kHz step size. Future re-
search would prove most useful when focused at a
small frequency range around the eigenfrequencies of
the swimmers.

5 CONCLUSION

The structural and acoustics simulations show that it is
possible to induce a biological swimming mechanism
in a micro-swimmer by mechanical and acoustic ex-
citation. Acoustic actuation of a surrounding medium
proved to induce the same response in the swimmer
as a mechanical harmonic boundary load exerted on
the surface of the swimmer. These eigenfrequency
studies indicated the points at which an evaluation of
propulsive forces might prove most effective.
Propulsive force evaluation showed that at eigenfre-
quency the swimmer achieves maximum propulsion.
The second orders effects, acoustic radiation force
and the Stokes drag, combine with the vibrational
response of the swimmer and enhance each other.
Perturbation effectively decouples the different time-
scales in order to solve the non-linear Navier-Stokes
and continuity equations. A computational model was
constructed, with the use of this decoupling, to evalu-
ate the steady state forces at any desired frequency.
From the proposed designs evaluation at the sec-

ond eigenfrequency gave indeterminate results, higher
eigenfrequencies could be more suitable for further
insight. In future studies experiments could be under-
taken with by adding contrasting materials in specific
locations to fine-tune the influence of material inho-
mogeneity.
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A TABLE WITH SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Some parameters that were not provided by COM-
SOL are presented in the table below. Scaling fac-
tors used in the acoustofluidic model for the traveling
soundwave are also provided.

Parameter Value Description
dvisc0 50[um]

√
100[Hz]/f0 Mesh viscous penetration depth at study frequency

λ0 cf/f0 Wavelength
cf 1502[m/s] Fluid speed of sound
ρf 1000[kg/mˆ3] Fluid density
βf0 4.45e-10[1/Pa] Fluid isentropic compressibility
αf0 2.75e-4[1/K] Fluid thermal expansion
Cpf 4.18e3[J/(kgK)] Fluid heat capacity at constant pressure
γf 1,012 Fluid ratio of specifc heats
µf 8.5e-4[Pas] Fluid dynamic viscosity
µBf 2.4e-3[Pas] Fluid bulk viscosity
kcondf 6.1e-1[W/(mK)] Fluid thermal conduction
Scaling factors for excitation wave
Wscaled W/(10E-4) Scaling factor for the width of the domain
fscaled f0/(10E4) Scaling factor for the frequency
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